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Completely regular pseudo-compact spaces have been character-

ized in several ways. E. Hewitt [6, pp. 68-70] has given one char-

acterization in terms of the Stone-Cech compactification and another

in terms of the zero sets of continuous functions. J. Colmez [2; no

proofs included] and I. Glicksberg [4] have obtained characteriza-

tions by means of a convergence property for sequences of continuous

functions (Dini's theorem) and in terms of sequences of closed neigh-

borhoods. A very elegant characterization in terms of a covering

property has been obtained by S. Mardesic and P. Papic [8]. This

characterization is discussed by K. Iseki and S. Kasahara in [7].1

In this paper we obtain an additional characterization of pseudo-

compact spaces by means of a convergence property for sequences of

continuous functions and characterize completely regular pseudo-

compact spaces by a covering property. In Theorem 1 we establish

the equivalence of many of the topological characterizations of

pseudo-compactness (for completely regular spaces) in arbitrary

topological spaces. Among the applications of these results is a theo-

rem concerning products of pseudo-compact spaces. We omit strong

separation axoms in the definitions of some common terms; e.g., a

space X (not necessarily completely regular) is pseudo-compact [6] if

every continuous real-valued function on A is bounded, and a space

A (not necessarily Hausdorff) is paracompact [9] if every open cov-

ering has a locally finite refinement.

Definition. A topological space X is lightly compact if every locally

finite collection of open sets of X is finite.

A topological space is countably compact if every countable open

covering has a finite subcovering. We will see (Theorem 1) that a

countably compact space is lightly compact. There are examples

[6, p. 69] of lightly compact, locally compact, completely regular Tt

spaces which are not countably compact.

Theorem 1. If X is a topological space, the following are equivalent:

(i) X is lightly compact.

(ii) Every countable, locally finite, disjoint collection of open sets of X

is finite. (See [8].)
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1 The authors wish to thank the referee for this reference.
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(iii) If It is a countable open covering of X and A is an infinite sub-

set of X, then the closure of some member of 11 contains infinitely many

points of A.

(iv) If 11 is a countable open covering of X, then there is a finite sub-

collection of II whose closures cover X. (See [2].)

Proof. That (i) implies (ii) and (iii) implies (iv) is obvious. If (iii)

is false, then there is a countable open covering { Un} and a countably

infinite set {xj} such that, for each n, Un(~^{xj} is finite. Let yi be

the first point of \xj} which is not in Ui. Put Vi= Uni — Ui where

Uni is the first set in { Un} which contains yi. Let yk+i be the first

point of {xj} which is not in U?ii F<. Put F*+i= U«h+1 — Uf^ F<,

where Unk+1 is the first set in { Un} which contains y,t+i. Since { Un}

is a covering of X, the collection { Vk} is an infinite, locally finite

disjoint collection. Hence, (ii) implies (iii). For the final implication

let 11 be an infinite locally finite collection of open sets. Let { Un} be

a countably infinite subcollection of It. Since { Un} is locally finite,

for each positive integer j, the set X — Ureaj Un is open, and

{X — U»3j Un} covers X. Clearly, no finite subcollection of

{Cl(X — Unij Un)} covers X since this sequence is monotone increas-

ing, and CI (X — Unij Un) does not contain Uk if k^j. This contra-

dicts (iv). Hence, (iv) implies (i).

We say that a sequence {/„} of real valued functions converges to

a function f uniformly at xEX if the following is true: If e is a positive

number, then there is a neighborhood Ux of x and a positive number

Nsuch that \fn(y) —f(y)| <« whenever yEUx and n2:N. A sequence

{/„} converges to / locally uniformly when each point has a neighbor-

hood on which {/„} converges to / uniformly.

Theorem 2. If X is a topological space, the following are equivalent:

(i) X is pseudo-compact.

(ii) Every sequence of continuous functions which converges uniformly

at each point of X converges uniformly on X.

(iii) Every sequence of continuous functions which converges locally

uniformly on X converges uniformly on X.

Proof. It is obvious that (ii) implies (iii). Suppose that X does

not satisfy (ii). Then there is a sequence {/„} of continuous functions

which converges to a function / uniformly at each point of X, a

sequence ]x„} of points of X, and a positive number e such that

\fn(xn) —f(x„)\ >e. By virtue of the pointwise uniform convergence,

the sequence \x„} can be so chosen that x^xy when i^j. Let

g„(x) = max (I fn(x) - f(x) |   - e, 0)
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and

A      n
g(x)  =  2w  —7-Tgn(x).

The function g(x) is well-defined and continuous since, by uniform

convergence at points, there is a neighborhood of each point of X in

which all but finitely many of the functions gn vanish. Moreover,

since gn(xn)}tn, g is unbounded. This shows that (i) implies (ii).

Suppose that X is not pseudo-compact. Then there is a positive un-

bounded continuous function g on A. Let gn(x) =g(x) for all x such

that g(x)^n and let gn(x)=n for all x such that g(x)^M. Clearly,

each ga is continuous, and the sequence {gn} converges to g locally

uniformly but not uniformly. This shows that (iii) implies (i).

Theorem 3. A completely regular space is pseudo-compact if and

only if it is lightly compact.

Proof. Any topological space which is lightly compact is also

pseudo-compact. If a completely regular space X is not lightly com-

pact, then there is a countably infinite locally finite collection { Un} of

non empty open sets of A. If xnE Un, there is a function /„ such that

/»(x„) = l, /„(x)=0 for xEUn, and 0^/„(x)gl for all xEA. Since

{ UH} is locally finite, the function EiT-i nfn is real and continuous.

Also, EiT-i nfn(xn) S;m, so that X is not pseudo-compact.

Theorem 4. If X is a normal Ti space, the following are equivalent:

(i)  A is pseudo-compact.

(ii) X is lightly compact.

(iii) X is countably compact.

Proof. Hewitt [6] has shown the equivalence of (i) and (iii). That

(i) and (ii) are equivalent follows immediately from Theorem 3.

The following is an example of a pseudo-compact 7\ space which is

not lightly compact.

Example: Let A = {x^} U (U,jYij), (i,j = 1, 2, • • • ),

where each x,j is a point and each F,-_, is an infinite set. For a neigh-

borhood of a point Xy we take the set consisting of xi; plus all but a

finite number of points of each of the sets Ykj, (k^i) and Yik, (k^j).

For neighborhoods of points in Fy we take complements (relative to

Yij) of finite sets.

To see that X is not lightly compact we take the covering by sets.

Un= (xij)Kj( U  Yk)u( U  Yik).
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Each Uy contains only finitely many points of {xj,}. Thus {Uij}

does not contain a finite subcover. Each real valued continuous func-

tion on X is constant. Thus X is pseudo-compact. Simpler examples

of pseudo-compact Ti spaces which are not lightly compact exist.

This example was chosen because of the following property of

X: If { Un} is a countable open covering of X then { Un} contains a

proper subcovering. This property implies pseudo-compactness in

any topological space.

Theorem 3 may be applied to obtain a simple proof that the topo-

logical product of two completely regular pseudo-compact spaces is

pseudo-compact if at least one of the spaces is first countable (cf.

[5]).2 We first prove two results (Theorems 5 and 6) concerning the

product of lightly compact spaces.

Theorem 5. Let X and Y be lightly compact and let X satisfy the

following property: For each infinite collection V of open sets of X

which is not locally finite there is a point xEX and an infinite subcol-

lection ItC'U such that each neighborhood of x intersects all but finitely

many elements of 11. Then XXY is lightly compact.

Proof. Two easily proved preliminary statements about collec-

tions of rectangular open sets are needed. First, if X is a lightly com-

pact space and \UaXVa} is an infinite locally finite collection of

rectangular open sets of XXY, then { Va} is infinite. Second, if

{ Wa} is an infinite locally finite collection of subsets of XXY and

if the nonempty sets Ua and Va are such that UaX VaEWa for each

a, then { UaX V„} is both infinite and locally finite. Now we suppose

that X and Y satisfy the hypothesis of the theorem, but that XX Y

is not lightly compact. Then, according to our second preliminary

comment, there exists an infinite locally finite collection { UaX V„}

of rectangular open sets of XX Y. According to the first preliminary

statement, {Ua} cannot be finite. Hence, by the hypothesis, there

is a point x of X and an infinite subcollection { Up} of { Ua} such that

each neighborhood of x intersects all but finitely many Up. The col-

lection {UpXVp} is locally finite since {UaXVa} is locally finite,

and, again by the first preliminary statement, { Vp} is infinite. Let y

be a point at which { Va} is not locally finite. If UX V is any rectangu-

lar open set such that (x, y)EUXV, then clearly UX V(~\ UaXVa^O

for infinitely many UaX Va, which contradicts the local finiteness of

{uaxva}.

Lemma. Let X be first countable, V a collection of subsets of X and x

2 The authors wish to thank Professor Melvin Henriksen, who proposed this

problem in communicating to them the results of [5].
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a point at which V is not locally finite. Then there is an infinite subcol-

lection 11 Cf such that every neighborhood of x intersects all but finitely

many elements of 11.

Proof. Let {Gk} be a monotone decreasing base at x. If m is the

set of elements of V intersecting Gk, then m+i C1U- Since each 1U is

infinite, we may choose 11= { Uu U2, • ■ ■ }, where c4ElU and

Uk^ Uj for j^k. Then GkC\ Un^0 for n^k.

Theorem 6. // X is first countable, then XX Y is lightly compact if

and only if both X and Y are lightly compact.

Proof. According to the lemma, the hypothesis of Theorem 5 is

satisfied when A is first countable and lightly compact and Y is

lightly compact. The converse is obvious.

Corollary. // X and Y are completely regular and X is first counta-

ble, then XX Y is pseudo-compact if and only if both X and Y are

pseudo-compact.

A space is metacompact [l ] if every open covering has a point-

finite refinement. A space X has the Michael property [9; property

(*) ] if every open covering of X has a refinement which is the union

of countably many locally finite collections of open sets.

Remark. For lightly compact spaces, the Lindelbf property is equiva-

lent to the Michael property.

Theorem 7. // X is a topological space, then X is compact if and

only if X has the Michael property and is countably compact.

Proof. Since a countably compact space is lightly compact, the

Michael property implies the Lindelof property by the above Re-

mark. Thus, a countably compact space with the Michael property

is compact. The reverse implication is obvious.

R. Arens and J. Dugundji [l] have proved that compactness is

equivalent to metacompactness plus countable compactness. In a

To space the Michael property does not imply metacompactness. For

example, let X = {x|0 < x g l}. A neighborhood of x is a set

|y[x — e<y5=l}. However, E. Michael has shown that the Michael

property is equivalent to paracompactness in a regular space [9].

The next two theorems are proved easily and will be stated without

proof.

Theorem 8. A topological space is compact if and only if it is para-

compact and lightly compact.
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Theorem 9. A topological space is countably compact if and only if

it is countably paracompact and lightly compact.

Theorem 10. A regular (completely regular) space is compact if

and only if it is lightly compact (pseudo-compact) and has the Michael

property.

Proof. This follows immediately from Theorems 3 and 8 and the

equivalence of paracompactness to the Michael property in a regular

space.

Theorem 11. A regular Ti space is compact if and only if it is

pseudo-compact and has the Michael property.

Proof. The theorem follows immediately from Theorems 3 and 8

since a regular Ti space with the Michael property is paracompact

and T2 and thus normal and T2.

Using the fact that a metric space is regular and Ti and has the

Michael property, we have an alternate proof that in a metric space

pseudo-compactness is equivalent to compactness [3, p. 196].

Theorem 12. A 7\ space X is compact if and only if it is lightly

compact, has the Michael property and each point of X has a neighbor-

hood whose boundary is countably compact.

Proof. Suppose that X is not compact and has all the other proper-

ties of the theorem. It is sufficient to prove that every infinite set has

a point of accumulation, since X is Ti and has the Lindelof property,

as the Remark above shows. Suppose that {xj} is an infinite set which

has no point of accumulation. For each point x there is a neighbor-

hood Ux such that Ux contains at most a finite number of points of

jx,} and Ux—Ux is countably compact. Thus, Ux—Ux contains at

most a finite number of points of \xj}. The covering { Ux} has a

countable subcovering because of the Lindelof property. This contra-

dicts the assumption that X is lightly compact, using equivalence of

(i) and (iv) of Theorem 1. The other implication is obvious.

K. Morita [10] has shown the following: If X is a Hausdorff space

and each neighborhood Vx in X contains a neighborhood Ux such that

Ux—Ux is compact, then X is completely regular. This result with

Theorems 3 and 11 yields the following:

Theorem 13. A Hausdorff space is compact if and only if it is pseudo-

compact, has the Michael property and each neighborhood Vx contains

a neighborhood Ux whose boundary is compact.

A closed subset of a lightly compact space need not be lightly
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compact. This follows from the fact that there are lightly compact

spaces which are not countably compact. In regard to this we have

the following:

Theorem 14. A topological space is lightly compact if and only if

every proper subset which is the closure of an open set is lightly compact.

Proof. Suppose X is lightly compact and that { UnC\U} covers 77,

where U is an open subset of A. Then { Un, X — u} covers X. Thus,

{ Un, CI (A— U)} has a finite subcovering. Let £/„,, • • • , U„k,

C1(A - U) cover A. Then { 77„,.}J covers U. But FniPi UECl( U*(CSU).
Therefore, {Cl( Uni^ U)}?_! covers U. Thus U is lightly compact. For

the reverse implication let { Un} cover X. If Ui does not cover X,

then CI (A— U), is a proper subset and, consequently, is lightly com-

pact. Since { Un}n-2 covers CI (A— Ui), a finite number of the clo-

sures cover CI (A— Ui). These closures with Ui cover X. This shows

that A is lightly compact.
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